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A computer program for the buckling analysis of a rectan-
gular plate under edge loading is described in this report. The
program is designed to find buckling coefficients for plates with
the following two sets of boundary conditions: all edges simply
supported (Case 1) and top edge fixed and the three other edges
simply supported (Case 2).
The report gives instructions on the use of the program,
interpretation of the output, and a brief explanation of the
operation of the program. Also, a sample solution of a plate
buckling problem and a full listing of all of the cards in the
source decks are provided.
This program was used as part of a buckling and ultimate
strength study of the web plate of a plate girder under edge
loading, carried out at Lehigh University from June, 1965 to July,
1967. Reference 1 gives the results of this study.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The computer program for which this report is written is
designed to perform a buckling analysis of a rectangular plate
subjected to any set of edge loads. This program was used to
determine the buckling loads for web plates of plate girder
panels described in Reference 1 for the edge loading shown in
of· 1 (1)19. a.
All edge loads are def~ned as linear functions of a parti-
cular edge load on the plate, such as cr as shown in Fig. lao
c
This way, the buckling load is that value of cr which, when
c
combined with the other edge loads causes the.plate to buckle.
In the case shown, cr is the vertical compressive edge load, but
c
it need not be. The maximum compressive bending stress could just
as easily have served as cr , and in the case of pure bending
c
without vertical load, cr would have to be the bending stress.
° c
A plane stress analysis is performed on the plate using the
equations based on the theory of elasticity. Finite difference
versions of the resulting differential equations are used in the
computer program. The theory that is used is explained in Chapter
3 of Reference 1. The finite difference operators are also shown
in Reference 1, together with an explanation of their use. The
l
results of the plane stress analysis give a set of stresses at the




After the stress distribution over the plate is found, a
linear buckling analysis is performed by a finite difference
-3
solution of Eq. 3.14 of Ref. 1. The set of the finite difference
simultaneous equations is homogeneous, and the lowest eigenvalue
of it gives the buckling value of a expressed as a multiple of
c
the eigenvalue.
The program is divided into eight separate independent
programs. The input and output of the intermediate programs is
written and read by the computer from tapes. Section 2.4 give~ a
brief description of each program. The basic procedure for the
analysis follows very closely that given in Chapter 3 of Ref. 1.
Since plates subjected to symmetrical loading can be analyzed by
considering only one half of the plate, a separate package of eight
programs is available for the symmetrical plate which follows almost
exactly the same procedure as the package used for a plate under
general loading.
Chapters 3 and 4 describe the procedures for setting up all
decks for execution of the program. Chapter 5 indicates how the
printouts should be interpreted, and Chapter 6 gives the limita-
tions of the programs. A listing of all programs and a glossary
defining all variable names is also provided.
In order to understand the operation of this program, knowledge
6f the FORTRAN Compiler and of Chapter 3 of Reference 1 is desirable.
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2. IDENTIFICATION
2.1 List of Program Titles




2. Generation of Coefficient Matrix for Stress Program
a. Subroutine ZERO(MAX,NAX)
3. Simultaneous Equation Solver
a. Subroutine MINV(MX,A,A,D,M)
4. Determination of Stresses From Stress Functions
a. Subroutine VEEZ(MAX,NAX,A)
1. Subroutine ZEROV(MAX,NAX)
5. Determination of U Matrix
a. Subroutine ZERO(MAX,NAX)







The theory on which this program is based is described in
Chapter 3 of Reference 1.
2.3 Computer and Compiler
FORTRAN II for GE 225 of Lehigh University.
2.4 Brief Description of Each Program
Program 1. Boundary Stress Functions
This program determines by integration the stress function 0
and the derivatives n0/ox and o0/oy at the edges of the plate
in terms of cr. This must be done before the V40 operator is
c
applied to the interior mesh points of the plate.
a. Function GNT(K,B,A,IT,TOL)
This subroutine uses Simpson's rule to integrate the K-th
function fed in by the G subroutine. The upper integration
limit is B; the lower is A. Since this is an iterative
procedure, the maximum allowable number of interactions is
IT, and the maximum allowable estimated re'lative error is TOL.
1. Function G(X,K)
Subroutine Function G(X,K} feeds in the functions
which designate the edge loading. These functions are
integrated by the GNT subroutine.
b. Subroutine PRINT(ICT,A,P~X,PIy,JX,JY)
This routine records the values of the stress function
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and its derivatives on tape and prints them. It also
records plate and mesh dimensions on tape for later use
in the package.
Program 2. Generation of Coefficient Matrix for Stress Program
This program determines the A and C matrices, which are used
to solve the following set of simultaneous equations:
(2.1)
This matrix equation results from the application of finite
differences to the following differential equation:
\74 0 = 0
The values of the stress function and its derivatives at the
(2.2)
boundaries computed in Program 1 are needed to determine these
matrices.
Subroutine ZERO(MAX,NAX)
This subroutine sets the elements of the temporary storage
array for the elements of the A matrix equal to zero after a finite
difference equation for a mesh point has been determined and
recorded.
Program 3. Simultaneous Equation Solver
,




Program 4. Determination of Stresses From Stress Functions
This program performs by a finite difference method the
differentiation needed to find the stresses from the stress
function values at the mesh points.
Subroutine VEEZ(MAX,NAX,A)




This equation can be derived from the differential equation
4 :ofcr,Pw + 2 o2wJn w + 21" xy (2.4)'i/ w = cry -2 oxoy __D x Ax 2 oy
using a finite difference procedure with the same mesh as that
used in the previous programs.
Program 5. U-Matrix Determination
This program determines the U matrix in much the same way as
the A-matrix in the stress determination.
Subroutine: ZERO(MAX,NAX)
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Program 6. U-Matrix Inversion
This program utilizes the MINV subroutine to invert the
U-matrix as required by the buckling equation.
Subroutine: MINV(MX,U,U,D,M)
Program 7. Matrix MUltiplication
This program post-multiplies the inverted U-matrix by the
V-matrix. Let the resulting matrix[u- l ~Jbe[\r-'"J
Program 8. Eigenvalue Determination
This program uses the subroutine EIGEN to determine the
dominant eigenvalue of the[u-l~matrix. The buckling load can
then be determined from this eigenvalue.
Subroutine: EIGEN(N,NI,TOL)
2.5 Flow Charts
A summary flow chart is provided for the 8-program package
in Appendix III. A more complete flow chart is available in the
Fritz Laboratory X Files, Book VI, Project 319.
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3. PROCEDURE FOR SETTING UP SOURCE DECKS
3.1 Procedure
In the FORTRAN II system at Lehigh, a program actually has
two parts, a source deck and a binary deck. The source deck is
developed by the programmer and submitted to the computer. The
computer compiles the program into its own machine language and
returns a binary deck, which is resubmitted to the computer for
execution after the data has been added in the proper format.
The output resulting from this second submission is the desired
set of answers. The binary deck can be run repeatedly with
different sets of data, but if a change is required in the basic
program, the source deck must be submitted for a new binary deck
in order to incorporate the change into the program.
In order to specify the type of loading on the plate, the
source de'ck of one subroutine Function G(X,K) must be changed. In
the source deck, -the first four cards remain the same. The fifth
card, starting with "GO TOT! is punched so that the list of numbers
within the parentheses (1, 2, 3, etc.) go up to three times the
number of segments of loading* used to define the loading distri-
bution on the edge of the plate.
*Refer to Reference 1 for definition of this term.
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Before attempting to set up the source deck, it would be
helpful for the user to read Chapter 3 of Reference 1 in order to
understand the meaning of some of the terms used in the following
paragraphs.
The next series of cards gives the functions which are to be
integrated into the program. The segments of loading are consi-
dered starting at the lower left corner of the plate and proceeding
around the plate ~ounterclockwise with the positive direction of
the coordinate counterclockwise. For plates with symmetrical
loading, the starting point is at the center of the bottom edge.
First, the segments of loading must be decided upon. For an
unsymmetrical loading pattern, the minimum number of segments of
loading is four, one for each edge. For a symmetrical loading, the
minimum is three. If there is any discontinuity of edge loading,
the segment of loading must be terminated at the discontinuity and
a new one started there. For example, if the top edge has a
uniform compressive loading over the first (the right) half of the
plate and a linearly decreasing compressive loading on the second
half, two segments of loading must be used with the first one-
ending at the center line of the top edge. TherefoFe, since this
loading is already unsymmetrical at least five segments
of loading are required for analysis of the plate, provided that
the loading on all of the other edges can be expressed as a
continuous function of distance along the edge of the plate.
319.2
The three functions to be punched on the cards for each
segment of loading are the following:
1. Signed expression for the loading whose direction of
action is vertical. This value is in terms of the
coordinate X whose origin is at the starting point
of the segment of loading and whose positive
direction is counter-clockwise; Bl, the vertical
plate dimension; Al, the horizontal plate dimension;
and proportionality constants such as z, which relate
-11
all edge loading to the vertical compressive stress G .
c
These proportionality constants can be assigned values
in the array e(l) through the reading of data.
2. A signed function of all loading whose direction of
action is horizontal.
3. The function used in either 1 or 2 whose direction of
action is normal to the edge of the plate times X.
The sign conventions are the following:
For the bottom and right edges, up and to the right is
positive.
For the top and left edges, down and to the left is positive.
3.2 Example
The folowing example will illustrate the procedure given in
Article 3.1. Consider a segment of loading over the right side of
319.2
the plate in Fig.la from the lower right corner to the upper
right corner.
-12
Here, the positive directions of action for the loading are
up and to the right. Since the loading in the vertical direction
and the horizontal direction can each be given with an expression,
no more than one segment of loading is needed.
Consider the function for the loading in the vertical
direction. The z shown in the drawing is a proportionality
constant relating the maximum bending stress to the vertical
compressive stress. To keep the system in static equilibrium, the
total shear forcel'unit plate thickness must be one-half of the
total vertical compressive force,acr. Thus, the required shear
c
stress to balance the compressive load is cr a/2b, assuming in the
c
loading shown that the shear stress is essentially a constant over
the web. In punching the cards, the cr is always omitted. There-
c
fore, the proper form for punching is
G = 1/2 (%) (3.1)
In a similar fashion, the second function considering horizontal
loading is
G = z - 2 z \.x/b I (3 .2)
Consider now the third function. Since the normal to this edge is
horizontal, it is the second fun"ction which is multiplied by X.
Thus, the proper punching of the card is the following:
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(3.3)
The procedure is carried out until all segments of loading have
been considered.
As an illustration, Fig. 2 shows a correctly punched series
of cards for the loading in Fig. 1 with the functions of Eq. 3.1
to 3.3 indicated. Even though this loading is actually
symmetrical, for illustration the plate is treated as though it
were unsymmetrical. In this illustration, the first card is at
the bottom of the page.*
For a plate analyzed as one with a symmetrical loading, the
procedure for setting up the G(X) source deck is the same as for a
plate under general loading with the following exceptions:
a) The starting point is at the centerline of the lower
plate edge.
b) One extra segment of loading should be added after
functions have been read in for the first half of the top
edge. In this segment of loading, the functions are
all 0 and the length is the plate depth. This segment
of loading can be thought of as extending along the
vertical centerline of the plate. The correct functions
are shown in Fig. 3.
*On the computer, a - Al, b = Bl, as pointed out at the end of
Article 3.1.
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4. DATA CARD SET-UP
4.1 Format of Data Cards and Comments
The following instructions give the set-up of the data cards
which must accompany the binary decks for execution of the programs.
4.1.1 Program 1. Boundary Stress Functions
Data Card Format Variable Remarks
1 (12) 1SYM





Tells the computer which pack-
age is to be used. Any posi-'
tive number indicates the
symmetrical package. Any
negative number indicates the
package for unsymmtrical load.
Total number of segments of
load.
Total number of spaces between
mesh points along a horizontal
plate edge.
Total number of spaces between














Number indicating whether the
1-th segment of loading is on
a vertical or horizontal
plate edge. These numbers
are punched for each segment
of loading in the order in
which each segment of load-
ing is considered.
Distance between the origin
and the most distant end of
the i-th segment of loading.
319.2
Data Card Format Variable Remarks
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6 (F10.7, 14) TOL
IT
Relative error allowed in
integration
Number of iterations per-
mitted in integration
Program 5. Determination of U-Matrix
1 (12 ) PL Number to indicate fixity of
top edge. "1" indicates
fixed top edge. "-1" indi-
cates a simply supported top
edge.
Program 8. Eigenvalue Determination <,
1 (13, F7.6) IT Number of iterations allowed
in the eigenvalue determination
TOL Allowable error
2 (F1O.5) BB Convergence speeding parameter
. All other programs require nD data cards.
4.2 Supplementary Explanation of Data Card Input
Program 1
Data card 4 indicates whether the segment of loading being
considered is on a vertical or horizontal edge. A number is
punched for each segment of loading starting from the lower left
,
corner of the plate proceeding counterclockwise. A "1" indicates
that the segment of loading is on a horizontal edge. A "-1"
indicates that the segment of loading is on a vertical edge.
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Data card 5 gives the locations of the segments of loading.
A number is punched for each segment of loading in the same order
as in data card 4. This number gives the distance along the
edge of the plate between the points shown in the following table:
End point on segment
of loading farthest Location of
Edge from origin Origin
Bottom End point to right Lower left corner
Right Upper end point Lower right corner
Top End point to left Upper right corner
Left Lower end point Upper left corner
If there are more than six segments of loading as designated in
the format, use as many additional data cards as needed to punch
the numbers, punching six numbers on each card.
Program 8
On data card 2, a convergence speeding parameter is punched.
Usually this is zero, but if on the first run, the eigenvalue
subroutine does not converge properly, a non-zero number could be
punched on this card, and the program rerun. This may speed
convergence. This number should be of the order of magnitude of
the eigenvalue computed by the eigenvalue subroutine, which is
K = buckling coefficient
B = vertical plate dimension
read into program
(4.1)
For an explanation of the reasoning behind the convergence parameter,
see References 1 and 2.
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A correctly punched set of data cards is shown in Fig. 4 for
general load and in Fig. 5 for symmetrical load.
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5. INTERPRETATION OF OUTPUT
5.1 Program 1 - Boundary Stress Function
Output is largely self-explanatory. The stress function, 0,
and its derivatives, 00/ox and o0/oy, are given in the order in
which they are calculated, counterclockwise, starting on the first
mesh point to the right of the lower left corner on the bottom
edge of the plate. In the package for symmetrical loading, the
stress function values start with the first mesh point on the
bottom edge to the right of the vertical center line and proceed
counterclockwise to the point on the centerline on the top edge of
the plate.
5.2 Program 2 - Determination of A Matrix
No output.
·5.3 Program 3 - Simultaneous Equation Solver
The output here gives values of the stress function for
interior mesh points. Each stress function value is for a parti-
cular interior mesh point. One value is given for each mesh point
starting with the top of the left column, and proceeding down
colum~ by column to the right. (Refer to Fig. lb).
5.4 Program 4 - Determination of Stress From Stress Function Values
The output values here are proportional to the stresses. The
first set of values represents interior normal stresses in the
horizontal direction. The second set represents stresses in the
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vertical direction. The third set represents shear stresses.
The order of mesh points corresponding to stresses is row by row,
starting at the upper left interior mesh point and proceeding to
the right and down.
5.5 Program 5 - Determination of U Matrix
No output.
5.6 Program 6 - U Matrix Inversion
No output.
5.7 Program 7 - Matrix Multiplication
No output.
5.8 Program 8. Eigenvalue Determination
The output of this final program gives the significant results.
The buckling coefficient, K, as well as the estimated relative error
, of K is given and labeled on the first line. The aspect ratio of
the plate is given on the next line. The number of iterations
required in the eigenvalue determination indicates the speed of
convergence, and it is given on the third line.
The columns of numbers give the eigenvector and the actual
eigenvalue obtained from the matrix. K is calculated in the
program with the following formula:
where B = vertical plate dimension
A = the eigenvalue
(5.1)
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.' IIThe column under eigenvalue has use only when the output is
printed before the program converges to less than the allowable
relative error, TOL. The actual estimated error can be obtained
from the formula:
(largest value in column)-(smallest value in column)
(smallest value in column) ( 5.3)
If convergence is unsatisfactory, a new value of BB of the order
of magnitude of a number in the eigenvalue column should be
punched on data card 2 of Program 8 before rerunning the program.
Sample .outputs from the inputs of Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5 are
given in App~ndices I and II.
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6. LIMITATIONS
6.1 Limitations Due to Size
In the GE 225, it has been found that the program can handle
no more than a total of fifty interior mesh points on the plate.
If a larger computer is available, this limitation can be relaxed;
it will be necessary to change COMMON and DIMENSION statements at
the beginning of each source deck. The needed arrays are defined
in a listing of variables at the end of this paper, and one can
readily see how to change the DIMENSION and COMMON statements to
allow the program to use a larger number of mesh points.
The inability of the computer to invert large matrices
accurately will impose a second limitation on the number of mesh
points. The need for this limitation can be determined by running
the first three programs and studying the output. If the values
of the stress function at the interior and boundary points do not
appear reasonable, inaccuracy of the matrix inversion can be the
cause. One can further check this by running Programs 1, 2, and
3, and a program which multiplies the inverted matrix A by the
original matrix A. Deviations from the unit matrix will give an:
indication of the accuracy.
6.2 Mesh Dimensions
It is very strongly advised that in setting up any run with
this program the, mesh be square, or as square as possible
Cy = 1). If the mesh spacing in the horizontal direction is much
319.2
different from that in the vertical direction, the boundary
-22
conditions may have too little or too much effect on the results
and an erroneous buckling load will be obtained.
6.3 Minimum Number of Mesh Points
The number of interior mesh points in any direction must be
at least four if the program is to run properly. Otherwise,
wrong answers will be obtained.
6.4 Boundary Conditions
The program is designed to handle buckling of plates whose
edges are simply supported on the lower bottom and side boundaries
and either fixed or simply supported on the top boundary. By a
small modification of some of the U values in Program 5, this
program can be changed so that it will analyze the case where the
boundary conditions at the bottom three edges are simply supported
or fixed. However, it would take considerable modification to
analyze a plate with a free edge.
6.5 Problems of Convergence
When the largest eigenvalues are very close in absolute magni-
tude and opposite in sign, a very slow convergence will result.
Since the two eigenvalues are algebraically the largest and the
smallest, all other eigenvalues are algebrically between the two.
If a constant is added to the V*matrix diagonal, this same constant
will be merely added the unknown (l/cr). The eigenvector will be
c
the same. This makes the absolute magnitude of the positive eigen-
319.2
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value larger and the absolute magnitude of the negative eigen-
value smaller. Thus, the program will converge faster on the
positive value. After the program is finished with the run, the
constant should be subtracted from the new positive eigenvalue,
thus giving the actual eigenvalue of the V«matrix.
Another problem occurs in the eigenvalue determination if the
matrix whose eigenvalue is being found has two eigenvalues of the
same sign which are very close together. This will cause very
slow convergence, and ~ake the determination either impossible or
very costly because of long running times. No way of solving this
problem has yet been found.
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8. GLOSSARY OF VARIABLES USED IN
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
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Distance between origin and near end of a
segment of loading
Distance between origin and far end of a
segment of loading
Integration constants
Storage array for constants such as Z indicating
loading
Counters
Total number of boundary mesh points
Parameter indicating whether the I-th segment of
loading is on a vertical or horizontal plate edge
Parameter indicating whether or not edge load on the
plate is symmetrical about the vertical centerline
Number of iterations permitted in the integration
subroutine
Number of mesh points in horizontal and vertical
directions, respectively
Parameter to point out what function in subroutine
G(X) is to be integrated
-)
Number of spaces between mesh points in horizontal
and vertical directions, respectively
Total number of segments of loading
Stress function value
~ 0/ ~y value
L:! 0/ ,) y value
Distance between mesh points in horizontal direction;











Distance between mesh points in vertical direction;
used in Programs 1~5, 7, 8
Length of the segment of loading being considered
Allowable error in integration
Location of point where ~~/dX, 0 and 0~/Jy are being
found in x and y directions respectively















Same as in main program
Aspect ratio of plate = a
Control parameters
Number of mesh points in vertical direction excluding
those on the plate edge, used in all remaining programs
For unsymmetrical loading, number of mesh points in
horizontal direction excluding boundary points. For
symmetrical loading, number of mesh points in hori-
zontal direction excluding boundary points but
including that on the vertical centerline; used in
all subsequent programs
*This subroutine is based on Simpson's 1/3 rule approximation for
integration. Many of the variables are used for more than one purpose,
and can be most easily understood from the listing.
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Distance between mesh points in horizontal direction
Distance between mesh points in vertical direction
used in program 2, 4, 5









Control parameters for reading in boundary stress
function values
Counters and subscripts
For unsymmetrical loading, total number of mesh
points in X direction. For symmetrical loading,
total number of mesh points in X direction including
boundary points and points on the vertical center
line; used in programs 2, 4 and 5
Total number of mesh points in vertical direction;
used in programs 2, 4 and 5
For unsymmetrical loading, total number of spaces
between mesh points in horizontal direction. For
symmetrical loading, LX = JX; used in programs 2 and 4
Total number of spaces between mesh points in
vertical direction; used in programs 2 and 4
Subscripts denoting the position of the mesh point
being considered
Subscript for 0 value























Temporary storage array for elements of A matrix
PROGRAM 3 - SOLUTION OF SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
FOR INTERIOR STRESS FUNCTION VALUES
Storage array for A matrix
Temporary storage array used to help perform
operation A-1C, and for stress function values
Storage array for C matrix
Value of determinant (argument in MINV subroutine)
Counters and subscripts
Control parameters for reading in A matrix
Control parameter for doing multiplication A C
Output from MINV subroutine indicating if A matrix
is singular; also, counter
Total number of mesh points on the plate excluding
those on the boundary
MX+l
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All other variables are the same as in previous programs
SUBROUTINE MINV (MX,A,A D M)
No listing is available since this is a subroutine built into the
Lehigh system
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Total number of boundary points
Control parameter for reading in stress function
values
Interior stress function value of mesh point I,J
Boundary stress function value
Horizontal normal stress parameter







Stress parameters corresponding to SX,SY,SXY,
for operator
Counter and subscript
Counters and subscripts used to denote the mesh
point being operated on
Temporary storage for element of V matrix
All other variables in this program or subroutine have been defined in
listings of variables of previous programs.





Subscripts and counters denoting the position of




Parameter indicating whether top edge is fixed or
simply supported. The boundary conditions are
incorporated into the U coefficients using PL as
a constant
Temporary storage array for the elements of the
U matrix
-31
All other variables are defined in listings of variables of previous
programs.







Storage array for U matrix before and after inversion
Temporary storage for U matrix as it is being read in
Subscripts and counters
Subscripts and control parameters used to place U
matrix·elements in the proper locations of the
A array, and to write output on tape
Output from MINV subroutine indicating whether or
not matrix is singular
Total number of mesh points on the plate exeluding
mesh points on the plate edge
SUBROUTINE MINV (MX. U. U. D. M)
No listing is available since this is a subroutine built into the
Lehigh system






Number of rows and columns in either U or V matrix
Temporary storage for one row of inverted U matrix
Storage array for V matrix
319.2
W(J) -1Temporary storage for resulting matrix of U V
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All other variables have been defined in listings of variable names of
previous programs.

























Error in eigenvalue determination
Counters and scubscripts
Number of iterations performed
Number of rows (or columns) in matrix W
Allowable number of iterations
Total number of spaces between mesh points in
vertical direction
Allowable relative error
Storage array for V'': matrix


















Storage array for matrix l v:J N {CA1
Temporary storage for absolute value of an
element in CB array
Temporary storage for actual value of the element
largest in absolute value in the part of the CE
array thus far determined during an interation
Temporary storage for absolute value of the
element in the CD array with the smallest value
if value is positive; also relative error of
eigenvalue
Allowable relative error for eigenvalue
Subscript parameter
Control parameter
Temporary storage for absolute value of the
element in CD array with largest actual value
if value is negative
Temporary storage for smallest value in CB array
thus far determined during an iteration
Temporary storage for largest value in CB array
thus far determined during an iteration
Temporary storage for absolute value of the largest
element in absolute value in the part of the CB
array which is thus far determined in the iteration
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Fig. lb Finite Difference Mesh Points
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Progr~ 1 Boundary Stre!! Funet10ns




K= 3.1281002 ERROR IS 0.007656
ASPECT ~ATIO IS 1.50000~


































































































Read in mesh and segment of
loadin~ data
t
1 Determine boundary stress funetion
L
values and their derivatives
~
Print and write boundary stress funationl
values on tape
It
Read in boundary, stress funetion
Talues fron tape
~
rl Pind elements of A matrix and C matrixfor one mesh point
-t
Write elements on tape I
}
-
What mesh point has' jus' been
eonsidered?
LtUT po,n1- ,,,
,1/ 1011 es h
Read ..l. and C matr1ees from tapel
!
3 Solve set of simultaneous equationsfor interior stress funetion Talues
.J,
Write these Talues on t!lpel
V'
Read in all stress funat10n Talues
from tape
J,-












Find e1ement~ of V ma.trix for one
me·~h point
~
Write e1ement~ on tape I
1Nhieh me~h point ha! bee1
eon!idered?
+h~ IAJ+ po',,,, f ;" mesA
Determine U ma.trix element! for one
me~h point
.+.
Write e1ement~ on tllpe I
f
-
Whieh me~h point ha~ beei
eon!idered .
+he /A.rf PO;h; l'tI meA,
~"
Relld in U matrix from ta.pel
t
InTert U matrix I
_. t
Write inTer~e of U mlltrix on
tape
111
Read in both the V matrix a.nd the
inTer~e of the U mlltr~x
t
Po!t-mu1tip1y U-1 by vi
t
Write e1ement~ of the re~u1t on
ta.pe
Re~d in (U-1. V) mlltrix from tllpe,
Determine it~ domina.nt eigenva.1ue
llnd buek1ing soeffi.ient
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I. BOUNDARY STRESS FUNCTIONS- SYMM. I GEN.
NLT
BOUNDARY ST~:SS ruNCTION DET~RMINATIO~( P~OG~AM
COMMO~ PH~Xll001, PHPYll00l, PHll001




READ IN NUMB:R ~WICH INDICATtS WHETHER TO US~ SYMMFT~lrAL OR
GE~ERAL P"lO:iRAl'1
READ 4, I SYM
READ IN NUMBER or SEGMENTS or LOADING, MESH SIZE AND PLATE
DIMt;NSIONS














903 READ 4tO, Ct 4 1
PRINT ~05





REAV IN INOI:ATIONS'AS TO W~ETHER THE St::GMFNTS UF LOAD'N~ AH~ nN
HORIZONTAL JQ VERTICAL EDGES





READ IN ALLJ~A8LE ERROR AND NO. or ITERATIONS rOR ,NTE~RATION
ROUTINE::



















C ACT~~L CCMPJTATION OF PHI, OPHI/OX. AND nPHI/DY, THIS pROCEEDS
C FROM POINT TO POINT COUNTERCLOCKWISE UNTIL THE ENn OF THE


























C TES1S US~D TO DETERMINE WHERE THE PROGRAM IS ON THF PLATE SO THAT

































Ir IIC.ICT+1]2 3 ,23,24








1 FORMAT [313, 2rl0,81
901 FORMAT 117H GENERAL PROGRAM I
9U2 FOF<M4T 12tH S'O,METRICAL PHOGRAM J
904 FORMAT 127H BOUNDARy STRESS FUNCTIONS
9U5 FORMAT l1>iOJ
9U6 rORMAT 116H MESH SIZE IS 13;3H X 131
907 rORMAT 15~ Z = r6,31
908 roRMAT 12BH DATA CARDS THREE FnUR FIVE
910 roRMAT 11"4 ]
9U9 rORMAT [3~H DPHI/DX DPHI/DY PHI 1
410 rORMAT [r6.3]
501 rORMAT IHO.7, 14]
2 rORMAT 111512]1
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RUN TIME U002,5 ~IN.
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SUBROU TINE TO FEED IN FUNCTIONS - GENERAL
F UIII CTI :) N "j rX, ~ I
CO~~O~ PH~xrl~O), PHPYll00), PH[lUOJ
co~~o~ Cll0), Pl, Al
Z =C141































SUBROUTINE TO FEED IN FUNCTIONS- SYMM.
FUNCTION G[X,K)
COMMO~ PHOX[100], PHPY(100), PH[1001
COMMO~ CllO], Pl, Al
Z =C (4)



























JJN 21 67 10 38.0
RJN TIME U001.4 ~IN.
-5-
PAGE: 1
INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE - SYMM. t GEN.
II NLI
rUNCTI~N I'NT[~,B,A,IT,lOLI
COMMO~ PHPXl1~0I, PHPYl100l, PH(1UU)




























JJN 21 67 to 42.1
HJN TIME UOOO.8 'lIN.
PA[,t 1
v NL 1
SUB. TO WRITE BOUNO. STR. FUNC. ON TAPE - GENERAL
SUfROJTINE pRINT [ICT. A. PIX. PlY. JX. JVI
COMMO~ PHPX[1001. PHPY[100J, PH[1001
COMMO~ C(101, Bl. Al
REwl~O 3
ALPHHA1/'H




cO PRINT 502, pHFXIICI, P~PYIICI, PH[ICI
IC=IC·1
IFIIC-ICTI20,20.21
cl wRITE TAPE 3' IpHIICI.IC=l.ICTI
ID=NAX
WRITE TAPE 3. [PHPYIIC1, IC=1>101
10=10·2
IE=10",u.,1
WRITE TAPE 3, IPHPXIICI, IC=IO. IE]
10=IE·2
IE=IO·IjAX.,l
wRITE TAPE 3' IPHPYIICI. IC=ID; lEI
ID=IE·2
IE=IO·'!AX-1




5U3 FORMAT [3'10.5, 21 4 1
END
STOPPED BY OPERATj~.
JuN 21 67 10 41.2
HJN TIME UOOO,S '!IN.
-,-
PAr.E 1
SUB. TO WRITE BOUND. STR. FUNC. ON TAPE - SYMM.
SUBROJTINE pRINT (leT. A, PIX, PlY, JX, JYl
" NLl eO~MO~ PHPX[1001. PHP1(1001, PH[1001








20 PRINT 502. pHPXrICI. PHPY[ICl, PH[ICl
IC=IC·l
IfIIC-ICTl20.20,21
21 WRITE TAPE 3. [PH[ICI.IC=l.ICT,
IO=NU;'1
WRITE TAPE 3. [PHPYrICI. IC=l,IOl
ID=IO·?
IE=IO.'lAX-l
WRITE TAPE 3. [PHPXIIC1, IC=ID~ I~l
IOsIE·?
IE=ID·~AX-1







JUN 21 67 10 40.3
RUN TIME 0000.8 'lIN.
1







G APP~ICATIOII ~f fINITE OEffER~NCES TO THt UPERATOR
C DEL*OELIDEL.*OELllpHI1=O
REloIl\lD 3
C READ IN PLATe DiMENSIONS ANU MESH DATA













I C"2*"U X+ 2*NA X+4
ID=IC-4
C REAU IN SOUI/OARY STRESS fUNCTIONS
READ TAPE 3, [PH[ll,I=l,ICI
READ TAPE 3, [PHP[II,I=l,IDI
WRITE TAPE 4,rPHIII,I=1,ICI
WRITE TAPE 4, {PHPIII,I=l,IDI
REWIND 3
REWII/D 4





C WRI1E EQUATI~NS fOR ALL INTERIOR MESH PUINTS IN THF fOLL.~WING
C ORDeR
c STA~T loIITH T~P LEfT CORNER POINT, PROCEED COLUMN BY COLU~N DOWN
C AND TO lHE ~IGHT
C
C "THIS fIRST JROUP or CARDS DEALS WITH THE fIRST A~D LAST
C INT~RIOR CO~UMNS ON THE PLATE










WRITE TAPE 3, I{U[J,LJ,J=1,MA X1,L=l,NA Xl
-9-
IX=IX*1
C4LL Z:ROIM4 X, N4Xl
1'1=2
N=l
C THESE COEFFI:IE~TS ~RE COMMON TO ALL POINTS IN THE FIRST AND




C POINT 1 ON T~E FLOW CHART
IFIN-11120,71,72
C THESE COEFFI:IENTS ~RE COMMON TO POINTS IN THE FIRST COLUMN WHICH









C THESE COEFFI:IENTS ARE COMMON TO ALL POINls IN THE LAST ~OLUMN








C THIS NEXT S:OUE~CE DEALS WITH COEFFiCiENTS COMMON TO CORRESPONDING
C POINTS IN T1E FIRST AND LAST COLUMNS, THESE COEFFI~IENTS ARE
C NOT COMMON T' THE SeCOND POINT, THE NEXT:TO-LAST POINT OR A POINT
C BETWEEN, THJS EACH CATEGORY IS CONSiDERED SEPARATELY,







C A POINT AET~EEN
17 UI"'.2,1l]=AF
UIM_2,IlI=AF






76 UI", .. 2,1l!=U'
Cllxl=:II(!_AF*pHIN]
WRITE TAPE 3' IIUIJ,Ll,J=l,MAX!,L=l,NAXI






G POINT NO. 4 ~N TWE FLOW CHART
IFIN-11120,19 ,80
C COEfFICI~NTS OF TWE LAST pOINT IN THE FIRST COLUMN








WRITE TAPE 3' IIUIJ,L],J-1,MAXI,L=1,NAX]
C FROM THE BE31NNING TO THIS POINT HAS BEEN THE CONSIDERATION or ALL
C INT~RIOR POI~TS IN THE rlRST AND LAST INTERIOR COLUMNS Or THE
C PLATE EXCEPT TWE FIPST AND LAST POINTS or THE LAST COLUMN
C
C NOW WE CONsIDER THE REMAINING COLUMNS BETWEEN







C THESE COEFFICIENTS ARE COMMON TH THE FIRST POINTS nN ALL COLUMNS












C THESE COEFFiCIENTS ARE COMMON TO THE LAST POINT ON ALL COLUMNS










C THIS NEXT S~~RT SEQuENCE TAKES CARE or COErr1CIENT~ wHICH ARE
C NOT COMMON TO POINTs ON THE SECOND COLUMN, THE NEXT- Tn-LAsT
C COLUMN, OR T~OSE BETWEEN.















C A COLUMN BET_EE~
1:>7 U[..,,1II~2]cON
U1M,~+2]=()N
b9 wRITE TAPE J. [IUIJ.Ll.J=1,MA X1,L=1.NA Xl
IX"IX+1
CALL ZEROIMAX,NAXl
C ~NO OF SEQU:"lCE
c






















C PRO~RAM THE"l GOES TO THE BLOCK OF CAPOS AT THE 8EGINNINU TO
C CONSIDER T~: LAST COLUMN--LOOP 8A
GO TO 70
C THESE ARE C):FFICIE~TS COMMON TO ALL POiNTS NOT IN EITHER THE LAST












C POI~T 11 ON THE F'LOw CHART
CC THIS SEQUEII:E F'INDS COEF'F'ICIENTS NOT cuMMON TO THF Ser.UNO COLUMN,

















C END OF SEQUEIICE
C
C POI~T 12 011 THE FLOW CHART








C A ROW BETWEEII
1u2 UIM .. Z,III=AF'
UIM+2,II1=AF'















C END OF' SEQUEIICE
CC THIS TERMlliATES CONSiDERATION OF' POINTS IN THE COLIIIHIS UTHFR
C THE THE F'I~ST AND LAST COLUMNS
C
PAGE 6









wRITE TAPE 3' [[U[J,Ll,J=l,MAXI,L=l,NAXl
MX=MAX*NA(






C END OF PR03~AM
CALL :n T





JJN 21 67 10 45.0
HJN TIME 0002.9 ~IN.
-14-






C APPLICATION OF ~INITE DEFFERFNCES TO TH~ OPE~ATOR
C DELtDELIDEL*OELllpHII=O
REWIND 3
C REAU IN PLATE DIMeNSioNS AND MESH DATA

















C READ IN BOUNDARY STRESS ~UNCTIONS
READ TAPE 3,IPHIII.I=2.ICI
READ TAPE 3. IPHPIII.I=2.IDI
PHllI=O,
PHPlll=O.
WRITE TAPE 4, IPHIII,I=l.ICI
WRITE TAPE 4. IpHPIII.I=l.IDJ
REWIND 3






C WRI1E EQUATIONS FOR ALL INTEkiOR MESH PUINTS IN THF rULL~WING
C ORDtR
C STA~T WITH TOP LEFT CORNER POINT. PROCEtD COLUMN BY COLU~N now~
C AND TO THE ~IGHT
C
C THIS FIRST 3ROUP of CARDS DEALS WITH THt FIRST AND LAST
C INTtRIOR CO~UHNS OF THE PLATE
C

















C POI~T R IN T~E 'LOW CHART
C THESE COEF"rl~IE~TS A~E COMMON TO ALL POINTS IN THE 'IRST AND
C LAS1 COLUM~S EXCEPT THOSE IN THE F"IRST OR LAST ROW




C THESE COtrrl:IE~TS ARE COMMON TO POINTS I'" THE F"IR~T CnLUMN WHICH







GO TO 73C THESE COErF"I~IE~TS ARE COMMON TO ALL POiNTS IN THE LAST COLUMN







MP=MA hNA X*l"'"CIIX1=.2.*AS+[PHIMM_1)+ PH IMM+111- 2 ,+PIX*PHP[,.,PI+r+PHIMMl
C POI",T 11 ON THE rLO~ CHART
CC THIS NEXT S=JUE~CE DEALS wITH COErF"ICIENTS COMMON TO COR~ESPONDiNG
C POIr.TS IN T~= F"IRSl AND LAST COLUMNS. THESE cOEFF"lrIFNTS ARE
C NOT CO~MON T' T~E SECOND POINT, THE NEXT~TO·LAST POINT OR A POINT
C 8ETwEEN. T~JS EACH CATEGORY IS CONSlnERED SEPARATELY.







C A POINT ~ET~=EN
17 U1"'.2, 111 =AF"
Ulf'·2,1I1=AF"











WRIT: TAPE 3' IIUIJ,Ll,J=l,MA XI,L=l,NAX)
1)(=1)(+1
C LOO~ BB ON T~E 'LOW CRART
CALL Z:ROI~AX,~A)(l
C END OF SEQUE~CE
C POI~T 12 O~ TRE FLOW CHART
IF[N-11120,7 9 ,80








WRITE TAPE 3' [IUIJ,LJ,J=l,MA XI,L=l,NAXl
1)(=1)(+1
C FRO~ THE BE)INNING TO TRIS POINT RAS ~EEN TRE CONSIO~RtTION OF Al L
C INTERIOR POIIiTS IN THE FIRST AND LAST INTERIOR COLIIMNS O. Tf<E
C PLATE E)(CEPT TRE FIRST AND LAST POINTS OF THF LAST COLUMN
C
C NOW WE CONSIOER THE REMAINING COLUMNS AETWFEN
C





C TRESE COEFFI:IEIiTS ARE COMMON TM THE FIRST POINTS nN ALL COLUMNS











C TRESE COEFFI:IEIlTS ARE COMMON TO THE LAST PUINT ON ALL CnLU~NS











C THIS NEXT S~JRT SEQUENCE TAKtS CARE OF COEFFICIE~T~ WHICH ARE
C NOT COMMON TJ POINTS ON THE SECOND COL~MN, THE NEXT- T0-LAST
C COLUMN, OR T~OSE BETwEEN,

















b9 WRITE TAPE 3' IIU[J,Ll,J=l,MAXI,L=l,NAXI
IX=IX+t
CALL ZERO[MAX,NAXI
C END OF SEQUE"CE
C






















C PROuRAM THE" GOES TO THE SLOCK OF CARDS AT THE BEGINNING TO
C CONSIDER T~= LAST COLUMN--LOOP BA
GO TO 70
C THESE ARE :JEF.ICIE~TS COMMON TO ALL POINTS NCT IN EITHER THE LAST












C POI~T 20 ON THE F'LO~ CHART.
CC THIS SEQUE~eE FINDS cOEF"FICIENTS Nor cUi'lMON TO THF SErO~n rOLUH~.






96 IFIN-\IAX.119 8 ,99,120








C END OF SEQuENCE
CC POINT 21 0\1 THE FLOW CHART--THIS SEQUENCE FINDS COFFFlclENTS NOT








C A ROW 8ETwEE\I
lU2 UIH.2,\II=H'
UIM_2,\II=AF"

















C END OF SEQJ~~CE
C
C THIS TER"'I~HES CONS[DERAT[ON OF POI~ITS [I~ THE COLIIM~,'S OTHH,
C THE THE FI~ST AND LAST COLUMNS
C








WRITE TAPE 3, [IU[J,Ll.J=1,MAXI,L=1,NAX]
MX=MU*NAl(






C END OF PROG~AM
CALL EXIT







J'.JN 21 67 10 48.1
RUN TIME U003,0 ~IN.
-u-
"




DO 11 11=1. "lAX






JJN 21 67 to 50.2
RuN TIME UOOO,7 "'IN.
-, 1-
PAGE 1





C SOll'TION OF" SIMiJLTAfoJEOUS EQUATIONS FOR INTERIOR STRESS F"UNCTIONS
REWIND 3
READ TAPE 3, ~AX, NAX, ALPHA, PIx, PlY
MX~MAK*NA(
C REAU IN COE'F"ICIENTS INTO A ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAV, MAKING THEM
C ACCtPTABLE r~R ~ATRIX INVeRSION SUBRoUTINE. THERE ARE AS MANV SETS
C OF" COEFFIClc~TS AS THERE ARE MESH POINTS,
DO 30 l"'l,"IX
I J"'MX e ll-1l.1
IK=MX+IJ-l
READ TAPE 3, IAIJI,J",IJ,IKI
30 CONTI~\JE




C READ IN RIG~T SIDE CONSTANTS
111 READ TAPE 3, [CtIXI,IX=l,MXI










C WRITE STRESS FUNCTIONS ON TAPE
REWI~D 3
WRITE TAPE 3, MAX, NAX,. A~PHA, PIXi PlY







113 FORMAT [20H MATRIX IS SINGULAR I
END
SlOPPED BY OPERATOq.
J~N 21 67 10 ;1.3
R~N TIME U001.1 MIN.
-2,7 -
4. DETERMINATION OF STRESSES - GENERAL
V NLI
C PRO~RAM TO ;IND STRESSES ~RO~ STRESS ~UNCTIONS-~PROGPAM 4











C REAL IN ALL STRESS FUNCTIONS. CHANGE SU~SCRIPTS SO THAT THE
C DERIVAT[VES IIEF~ED TO FIND STRESSES CAN tiE READ[LY DFTER~(NfD.
Ie =2. ~ AX+·2 .NA ~ +4
READ TAPE 4. [PHH[[J.I=l.[CI
READ TAPE 3. [[PH[f.J]oI=2,LYJ.J=2.LXI
REIo[iIID 3
















C ~[~L D~RlvATIVE~. P~INT AND PUNCH THEM.
L; 0 20; N: ~ • LJr.





2L,5 CONT I ~JE
PR[NT 210. [ISJr.[J.Ll.L:l.NAXI.J=l.MAXI
PRINT 210. [[SYIJ.Ll.L:l.NAX1.J=~.MAXI
PR[NT 210. (ISXY[J.Ll.L a l.NAX1,j=l,MAXI
CALL V~EZ[MAX. NAX. Al
C THE~E DER[VAT[VES APE NOT STRESSES BuT ARE PROPORTIONAL TO THEM
CALL :1(IT
210 FORMAT [['l~lc,411
311 FOI<,..AT [2[7. 4~10,4J
f:ND
SlOPPED B~ OPEPATJQ.
J~N ~l 67 10 53.4
".;N TIME v001,O ~IN.
PAGE 1
PAr.E
4. DETERMINATION OF STRESSES - SYMMETRICAL
Nl1 COMMO~ 5XI15,151, SYI15,151, SXY[15,15!. V(1~,15J' GX[15.1?]
COMMO~ GYI15,151, GXYl15,151
OIME~SION PHB16 4 1, PHl16,161
C PROGRAM TO ~tNO STRESSES ~RO~ STRESS fUNCTIONS·~PRoG~A~ 4
REWI~D ..
READ TlPE J, ",AX, NAX. ALPHA. pix. PlY
A.Plx/~IY
C REAO tN ALL STRESS FUNCTIoNS. CHANGe SUBSCRIPTS so T~AT THE
C DERIVATIVES ~EE~ED TO fiND STRESSES CAN ~E READILY O~TFR~INEn.
IC"2*"U·2*NAX· ..





READ TlPE J, IIPHll.JI,I,,2,LYI;J=2,Lxl
REWtllD 3
WRITE TAPE 3, MAX, NAX, ALPHA. PIX. PlY
DO 201 1=2.LX
10=2*.l(·LY·1-1












C flNU OERIVlTIVES AN~ PUNCH THEM.
00 20; N=2,Lx







PRINT 210, IISXY[J,LI,L a1,NAXI,J=1,MAXl
CALL ~EEZIMAX, NAX, Al





JuN 21 67 10 ;2.4
RuN TIME 0001.0 "IN.
Nll
SUBROUTINE FOR "V" MATRIX- GENERAL
SUBROJTINE V~~l[MA),NA~,Al
COMMOIl SX[15.15). 5y[15,15], SXY[1'),1"" VI1'i.1::>1' (;X[1').1">1
COMMOIl GY[15.15). GxY[15,151
C V CoErVICIEIlTS SUBROUTIN~--~ENERAL
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE DET~A~INtS T~E VINITF D[FFF~FNCE EnU,VAL~NT OF
c SIGMAX*D/DXr~W/DX1+SIGMAY*D/11Y(DW/Dy,+TAUXY*U/DXrnw/n'1.
c
C WRIIE THE rilliTE DIFFERENCE EQUIVALENT fOR THE AHOVE EXP~ESSIO~
C FOR EAC~ IljT~RIOR MESH POINT STARTING A1 THE POI~T NEAREST TO THE















C POINT NO ~ 011 THE VLOW CHART~-THIS CoEvt ICIENT IS rOMMoN TO ALL
C INTeRIOR POIIlTS IN THE MESH,
8U4 VIM.Il)82.*IG XIM,N)+GY[M,N11
C POINT 4 ON THE FLOW CHART
IFIN·11120.805.811
C CONSIDERATIOIl OF THE FIRST CULUMN--ONE COEFFICIENT cnMMO~ Tn
C ALL POINTS )11 THE FIRST COLUMN,
8u5 V[M.Il+1)=-GXIM.NI
C THE FOLLOwlllG SEQUENCE TAKES CARE OF COEFFICIENTS NOT rU~MON Tn






















~~IT~ TAPE 3' [[V(I,JJ, l=l,MAX), J=l,~AXl
CALL Z~ROVIMAX.NAXl


























CON~IDE~ATIO~ or A COLUMN 8~TWEEN THE FIRST AND LAST CoLUMNS.
COEt r iCIENT5 CO~MO~ To ALL POINTS OF THiS COLUMN
POINT 6 0", T~E .LOW CHART
B12 V[~,~+ll=-GX[M,Nl
V[M,~·ll=-GXI~,NI
THE FOLLOWI~3 SEQUENCE TAKES CARE OF CO~FFICIENTS NOT rOMMON TO






























CON~lDERATIO~ or T~f LAST COLUMN
81~ VIM,N-tl=-GXIM,Nl
THE FOLLnwl~3 SEQUE~CE TAKES CARE OF CO~FFICIENTS ~OT rOMMON TO



















wRITE TAPE 3. ([V(I,JI, l-l,MAX]. J=l,NAXI
C END OF SEQU:~CE
C RETURN 8AC< TO ~'IN PROGRAM AND END OF PROGRAM ? THIS TF.RMINATE~




JJN 21 67 10 55.1
RJN TIME U001,6 ~IN.
NLI
SUBROUTINE FOR "V" COEFFICIENTS - SYMMETRICAL
SUHROJTINE Vt~Z[MAX.NAx.A)
Clll'Ho!O~ SX[15d"1. 5y[1,:>.15). Sn(15.151. Vl1",.!5]. GX[15.151
COMMO~ GY[t5.15J. ~XY[15.151
C V C~EFfICI~~TS SURROUTINE--SYMMETRICAL ~ROGR'M
l,;~ TH[S SUBRoUTINE nET~hMINtS T~E FINITE nlfF~R~NCE ECUIVALFNT OF
C S I G~'AX*0/0 X[ !) W/ ') XJ+S1GMAY. 0 Il' Y[ Dw/ 0 Y1+TALI XY*11/ DXI D\oj / (! Y1 •
CC wRllE THE ~I~ITE DIFFERENCE ~QUIVALENT FOR THE AHOvE EXPRESSION
~ FOR EACH I~TERI1R MESH POINT STARTING AT THE POINT NFAREST TO THE
C UPPtR LEFT :,RNER. PROCEEDING COLUMN 8Y COLUMN DOWN ANp TO THE
C RIG~T.C MULl IPLY T~~ VALUES 8y THE APPROPRIATE CONSTANTS TO MAKE THEM FIT
C THE OP~R'TO~









C LOOi" VAC POI~T 1110 3 J~ T~E FLOW CHA~T~-THIS COEFFICIE~T IS rOMMoN TO ALL
C INTtRIOR POI~TS IN THE MESH.
8~4 V[M,~J=2 •• [GXIM,NI+r,Y[M,NII
C POI~T NO.4 ON THE FLOW rHART
IF[N-1)121.805,811
C COIIISIDER'TIJ~ OF TH~ FIRST COLUMN--ONE COEFFICIENT C0MMON TO
C ALL POINTS J~ T~E FIRsT COLUMN
HGe; V[M,~·11=-2.*G)([M,Nl
C THE FOLLOwl~3 SEOUENCE T'KES CARE OF CO~FFICIENTS NOT rOMMON TO
C THE FIRST PJINT. THE LAST POINT, OR A pOINT RET wEEN IN THE FIRST
C COLLMN





C A PLINT 8ET~~EN
ALB V[M.l.~):-GY[~'Nl
V(~-1,~J:·GY1~.NI







wRITE TAPE 3' [[V[I,JJ.I=l,MAXI,J=l,NA.l
CALL Z=ROV[MAX,NAXI







ceoNSID ERA T I J II 0 F" A COL U1'1 N 8 ET wEE NTH F FIR ST A1\ n LA s T Cr Li I1'1 ~I S •
C
C COE~FICIENTS CO~MON TO ALL POINTS OF THIS COlUM"
C POINT 6 ON T~E ~LOW CHART
812 Vlf'o\,N.l1=-GX[~,Nl
VIM,~-ll:-GXlf'o\,Nl
C THE FOLLOWI~3 SE~UENCE TAKES CARE OF CG~FFICIENTS ~OT rO~MON Tn



























C END O~ SEQU~IICE
C LOOP Vll
GO TO ~04
C CONSIDERATIJII OF" THE LAST COLUMN
C
C COE~FICIENTS CO~MON TO ALL POINTS OF THIS COLUMN
818 V[M.N-ll=-GX(~.Nl
C THE FOLLOwl1l3 SEOUEI\CE TAKES CARE OF COEFFiCiENTS ~OT rO~MO~ TO




















WRIT~ TAPE 3. [IVr!.JI.I=1.MA X1,J=1.NAX]
C END OF SEOJ:~CE
C RETuPN 8AC< TO ~AIN PROGRAM AND END OF PROGRAM 5. THIS TERMINATES




JJN t1 67 10 56.~
~JN TIME lOOl,4 ~IN.
-30-
PAGE 3
ZEROV SUBROUTINE- GEN. t SYMM.
SU8ROJTINE ZrROV[MAX.~AXI
COMMD~ SXI1')o15!. SY[1,.15l. SxY[1'>.151. V!1".1:>1. Gx115.l"J
COMMO~ GY[1').15]. GXY[15.15J
DO 51 ~:l.MAX
DO 11 ~:l. NA)
VII'I,N!=O.





JUN 21 67 10 57.5
RVN TIME 0000,7 ~IN.
- 3/-
1
5. "u" MATRIX FOR BUCKLING PROGRAM- GENERAL
v NL 1
CO~MO~ U[20,20l, V120,20J
c THIS PROG'H~ WILL oETER~INE 11011: FINIT!:: UIFFERENCf.'FQIIIVALENT OF




C RE4D IN PL4T~ 4~O MESH D4T4















c WRITE EXPRESSIO~S FOR THIS OPER,TOR FOR ALL INTERIOR POINTS
C CONSIDERING THE POI~TS IN THE FOLLOWING ORnER
C ST4kT WITH T,P LEFT CORNER POINT, PROCEeD COLUMN BY COLUMN DOWN
C "NO TO THE ~IGHT
c
C THIS FIRST ~ROUP OF C4RDS DEALS WITH THE: FIRST 4ND LAST
C INTeRIOR CD.JMNS of THE PL41E
C







wRITE TAPE 4' [[U[I,JI,I=1,M4 XI.J=1,NA XI
CALL Z~RO [MA),NAXI
c POINT 4 ON T~E FLOW CHART
M=2
N=l
C COEfFICIENTS CO~~ON TO POINTS IN THe FIRST AND LAST COLUMNS OTHER




C POINT NO.5 'N THE FLOW CHART
IF [\J·t]1~O,751,752
7~1 U(M-1,21=4T
C N=1, THEREFJ~E THIS IS THE S~COND POINT OOWN IN THF FIRST COLU~N
















755 IFlM-J1+3175 6 • 758 .12 0
C COE~FICIENTS UNIQUE TO POINTS ALONG THE FIRST ANfI I AST cnLU~NS F'QR
C WHICH 1'1 IS ~~EATER THAN 2 BUT LESS THAN 2 LESS T~E TOTAL NUM8EP
C OF INTERIOR ~ES~ pOINTS IN THE VERTlrAL DIRECTION
756 UlM+2.~)=AF
UlM.2.~)=AF'





C THIS IS THE ~EXT TO LAST INTERIOR POINT IN FIAST OR LAST COLUMN
758 UlM.2,~)=AF'
WRITE TAPE 4, [(UII,JI,)=1.MAX1,J=1,NAXl
CALL Z~RO lMAX,NAXI
IFIN-11120,759.783







WRITE TAPE 4, (IU11,JI.I=1,MA X1,J=1,NAX]
CALL Z~RO [MAX.NAX!
C FRO~ THE B2~INNING TO THiS POINT HAS 8E~N TH~ CONSTUFAATIO~ rF' Al L
C INTi;RIOR PDI~TS IN THE F"lRsT ANil LAST INTHIOR COLIIM~!S OF THE-
e PLATE EXCEPT THE FIRST ANO LAST POINTS UF' THI:: LAST COL.IIM"
C
C NOW WE CONSIDER THE REMAINING COLUMNS B~TWFEN
C




C THESE COEFFI:IE~TS ARE COMMON TH THE FIRST POINTS oN AI.L. COLUMNS

























THESE COEFrl:IE~TS .RE COM~O~ TO THE L.Sr PU,~T ON ALL COLUMNS








TIHS NEXT S~JRT SEUUtNCE TA~ES CARE Or COErrICIENT~ wHICH ARE
NOT COMMON TJ P)INT~ ON THE SECOND COLUMN, THE NEXT- TO-LAST












769 wRITE TAPE 4, [[U[I,J),1=1,MA X1,J=1,NAXl
CALL Z;RO [MAX,NAXI
POI~T 12 Oil THE 'LOw CHART
IrIM-1112~,770.784
THESE ARE CJ;"ICIENTS COMMON TO ALL POINTS NOT lN EITHER THE LAST
OR ~ I RST CO_JMN OR ROW
7/0 1'1=1'1+1
7/1 U[M,Il)=SI+SI+.F+EI*.S








POINT 14 ON THE rLow CHART
THIS SEDU='II:E riNDs COEFFiCiENTS NOT COMMON TO TH~ SEcOND COLUMN,








Ull".'II+2J=ONLOO~ UG, THIS SEQUENCE FINDS COErFICIENTS NOT COMMON To THE





































WRITE TAPE 4' [[U(I,Jl>I=l,MAXI,J=l,NAX]





WR[TE TAPE 4' ([Url,Jl,l=l,MAX!,J=l,NAXl
c THIS T~RMI'IIATES CONSiDERATION OF DEL*UEL[UEL*UELl (w] OpE~ATOR
C
C wE NOW GO T) A SUBROUTINE w~ICH WILL DEAL wiTH THE RIG~T SIDF OF"






JJN <'1 67 11 02.4
HuN TIME U002,3 ~IN,
- 35-
PAr,t: 4
5. "u" MATRIX BUCKLING ANALYSIS - SYMMETRICAL
NL r
COM~J~ U['.O,20), VI20.~Ol
L: THI:' PROGRA~ WILL DfTERMINE THE FINITE DIFFERENCE r:lllllvALENT OF





L REAr IN MES~ AN~ PLATE DATA
READ TAPE 3. ~AX. NAX. ALPHA, pix. PlY
c JX IS THE TDTAl NUMEER OF MESH POINTS IN THE HORIZoNTAL nIRECTIO~
c UN THE RIGHT HALF OF' THE PLATE INCLUDING THE MESH pOINTS ON THF
L VERllCAL Ce~TER LINF AND THE RIGHT vERTICAL EnGf'.
L JY IS THE TDTAL NUM~ER OF Mt:SH POINTS IN THE VERTlrAL nl~ECTION
c INCLUDING ~~SH ~OINTS ON THE TWO HORIZONTAL FDGES.
C MAX ANn NAX ARE THE NUMHERS OF MESH POINTS IN THE VERTICAL AND
C HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONS RESpECTIVELY NC" INCLUDING POiNTS ON THE
















L wRllE EXPRe5SIO~S FOR THiS OPERATOR FOR ALL INTERioR POiNTS
L LONSIDERIN~ THE Pol~TS IN THE FOLLOWING ORnER
C STAHT WITH TDP LEFT CORNER POINT. PROCEED cOLUMN BY COLU~N DOWN
C ANn TO THE ~IGHT
C THIS FIRST ~~OU:> OF CARDS DEALS WITH THE FIRST A~D LAST
C INTERIOR CO.JMNS of THE PLATE
C







WRITE TAPE 4. [[U(I.JI.I=l,MAXj,J=t.N AX)
CALL Z:RO IMA~,NAXJ
c POI~T 4 ON T~E ~LO~ CHART
1'1=2
N=l
C THE~~ COEFFICIEiTS ARE CO~MO~ TO POINTS IN THE FIRsT CoL0MN










POI~T 6 ON T~E FLOW CHA~TTHI~ NEXT Sc~UE\lCE CONSIDERS COEFF"ICI~NTS NOT COMMON TO THE
SECOND POI\lT, T~E NEXT-TO-LAST POINT, OR THOSE 8lTwEFN IN THE







756 LJ I"+2. \I1=U'
UIM .. 2,\I1=4F'





758 UIM .. 2,\I1=4F"
POINT 7 ON T~E FLOW CHART











WRITE TAPE 4' [rU[I.JI.I=1,MAX"J=1.NA Xl
CALL lERO IMAX.NAXl
FRO'"' THE BE~lNNING TO THIS POINT HAS 8E~N THE CO~S'DFRAT!ON OF' ALL
INHRIOR POI'lTS IN THE FIRST AND LAST INTERIOR COLlIM~S OF' THE
PLATE EXCEPT THE F'I~ST AND LAST POINTS OF THE LAST cnLUM~

























THESE COEfF'ICIENTS A~E COMMON TH THE











GO TO 764C THESE COEFF"I:IE~TS ARE COMMON TO THE LAST POINT ON ALL COLUMNS








C THIS NEXT S~~RT SEa~ENCE TAKES CARE or COErrICIENT~ WHICH ARE
C NOT COMMON T~ POINTS ON THE SECOND COLUMN, THE NE~T- To-LAST




LJ 11', , ,~+ 2 I :.J N
GO TO 769
766 IrlN-~A~+11767,768'120






769 w~ITE TAPE 4' IIUII,Jl,I=1,MAXI,J:1,NAXI
CALL Z:RO IMAX,NAXl
C POINT 12 O~ THE rLO~ CHART
IrlM-11120,770,784
C THESE ARE CJ:rFICIENTS COMMON TO ALL POINTS NOT IN EITHER THE LAST











C POINT 14 ON THE 'LO~ CHART
C THIS SE(JUE~CE rINDS cOErnCIENTS NOT COMMON TO THE' sEcOND COLUMN,
























LOOP UG. T~IS SEOUE~CE FINDS COEFFICIENTS NOT COMMnN TO T~E













































THESE COEFFICIEIITS ARE COMMO~ TO POINTS IN T~E LAST rULU~N



















JJN 21 67 11 00.0
RuN TIME U002.5 ~IN.
-40-
PAGE 5
6. MATRIX INVERSE- SYMM. ( GEN.
v NL 1
COMMOII A(25001
C U MATRIX IIIV;RSION·~PROGRAM 7
REWIIIO 3







READ TAPE 4. IAIJl.J=IJ.IKl
8~0 CONTIIIJE
CALL ~INVIMX.A.A.n.MI









<'2 CALL eX IT
21 fORMAT 120H MATRIX IS SINGULAR J
END
STOPPED BY OPER.T~~.
JUN 21 67 11 03.3
RUN TIME 0000.8 ~IN.
PA(;E
..
7. MATRIX MULTIPLICATION- GEN. I SYMM.
CO"'MO~ vre,o,50]
Ill/'lEIl510N ur541, ~('541
RE~I\lD 3R~AD TAPE 3, ,..AX, NAX, ALPHA, pI~, PlY
N=~'AX·~AX
R~~IIlO 4
READ TAPE 3, [(VII,J],J=l,NJ,I=l,Nl
R~WIIlD 3
wRITE TAPE 3' MAX, NAX, ALPHA, PIX, PlY















JJN ~1 67 11 04.4
RJN TIME U001,O ~IN •
- 4,-
FAr,E: 1
v8. 8UCKL. COEFF. DETERMINATION - SYMM. t GEN.
Nli
COMMO~ VI50,SOI, CAlsal, DB, DO, CD[~OI. IT
C EIG~NVA~UE ~~D 3UCKLING COEFFiCiENT n~l~RMIN.TION---~RnG~A~ Q
kcWI~D 3
C




READ 400, NI' TOl
IT=O
C REAU IN MAT~IX rOR wHICH EIG~NVA~UE IS 10 RE FOUND
READ T~PE 3, IIVII.J],J=1,NI,I=1,N]











CALL :IGE'1 IN, Nt. TOLl
BccB·3/[3.1415927*3.141S927.IDB·B~11
C PRINTING or THE SIGNIFICANT FINAL ANswERS
PRINT 201
PRINT 204











PRINT 310, CAllI, CDIII
11 CONTI~JE
CAL~ ~X1T
2U1 FORMAT 122H BUCKLING COEFFICIENT j
3u2 FORMAT 14~ K= Fl0,7,1 4H ERROR IS rl0.bl
3~3 FORMAT 12~H EIGENVECTOR EIGENVALUE J
3U4 FOPMAT 117H ASPECT RATIO IS F10,6J
2U4 FORMAT 11~ I
2liS FORMAT 11~01
310 FORMATI2F12. 7 1
312 FORMAT 125H NUMHER OF ITERATIUNS is 131




JuN 21 67 11 05.7
HuN TIME U001,2 "1IN. - 4J -
v NLI
EIGENVALUE SUBROUTINE - GEN. I SYMM.
SUbRJJTINE EIGEN(N,NI,~1
CO~~J~ VI~o,501, CA[501, DB, Do, CO[50l,. IT
OI~E~SION CB(~OI
9,";/ SMX:O.
C FRO/' H"~ "JINT TO THE STATE:"ENT LA[;EL.Lt:D 931 IS MIILTlpL.JCATION or
c MAT~IX V A~D THE EIGENVECTOH. AND DETERMINATION or LARGEST
c bLE~ENT OF T~E ~ESULTING MATRIX, CS.
c






C SEQUENCE TO ~ETERMI~E IF THIS ELEMENT IS THE LARGEST OF THE








9..15 CO~JT I ~ JE
9~1 CONTI~JE
C UIVISION OF :AC>i ELEMENT OF CB BY THE CORRESPONDING FLEMENT
C OF lHE OLO :IGE~VECTOR CA. THIS GIVES THE MATRIX Co.
C
C AFTt~ MANy ~JNS THROUGH, THE CD MATRIX SHOULU CONVFRGE SUCH THAT
C ALL OF ITS :LEMENTS EQUAL THF DESIRED EIGENVALUE.
ISloA=O
9~7 DO 936 J=l, N
COIJ1=:B{J1/CA[JI
c DETtRMINATIJ~ OF THE LARGENT AND SMALLEST ELEMENT IN Co


























C DET~RMIN~TIJ~ OF Nt~ EIGfNVECTOR
9,2 DO 951 J=l,N
CAIJla::BIJI/DB
9,1 CO~TI'4JE
C DECISION AS TO ~~ETHER WE NEED MORE TRIALS Ok I. WF SHOULD STOP
ITo:lT·1
IFIDO-E1954,95 4,955
If IS~NSE SWITCH 11954. 955
9,5 IFIIT-~119~6,957,957







JUN 21 67 11 08.4
RUN TIME U002,6 "'IN.
